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Sen (1974) established multidimensional functional limit theorems for 
generalized U-statistics for estimable parameters which are stationary of order 
zero (the nondegenerate case). Similar univariate and bivariate functional 
limit theorems are derived for U-statistics in the degenerate case. The latter 
are close connected with one- or two-sample Cramer-van Mises statistics. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
Let X, , Xa ,... and Yr , Yz ,... be independent sequences of i.i.d. 
random p-vectors and Q(xr , yr ; x2 , ya) be a Borel-measurable kernel with 
EQ2(& 3 Y, ; X, , Y2) = II Q II2 < co which is assumed w.1.o.g. to be symmetric, 
i.e., Q(x~ , yr ; ~2 , ya) = Q(x2 , ya ; .vl , yr) Vxsc, x2 , yt , y2 , and to be degenerate 
in the sense 
EQ(X, , Y, ; ., .> = 0 a.e. (v), (1.1) 
with Y = 9(X, , YJ. According to the Spectral Theorem (see, e.g., [7, Proposi- 
tion 6.18]), there exists an orthonormal sequence (OS) jr , f2 ,... in L,(R,, , V) 
with sfc dv = 0 Vu > I, and a sequence h, , h, ,... in R with Cf, AD2 = 
II Q II2 < ~0 such that for Qs(xl , y1 ; x2 , y2) = Z2.k Aof~(xl , yl) .fXx2 , y2), 
U-2) 
Let WI, , W,, , 0 = 1, 2 ,..., be independent Brownian motions on [0, I] 
anda,,b,,a=1,2 ,..., be nonnegative bounded sequences in 03, to be specified 
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below. In the functional limit Theorem 1.1 the following limit processes appear: 
up, , tz) = f h,{(u,t,~&,) + ~otl~*,(t2))2 - bo2t2 + bo2t1) v21, (1.3) 
0=1 
and 
V(t, , 4J = f 4&?~1&1) i- w72,(~2))2 - (%“h + hT2t2)h (1.4) 
0=1 
with 0 G: t i , t, < 1. In the next section we shall show that the convergence in 
(1.3) and (1.4) is a.s. in the space C(E,) of continuous functions on the unit 
square E2 endowed with the sup-norm I/ . lloc . We are concerned with the 
processes 
ndt1) n(t,) 
Urn& 9 t2) = we + 4)-’ c 2 Q(& 7 Yk ; x, , y-z), 
i#i kfl 
(1.5) 
and 
dt,) dt,) 
vmn(tl 3 t2) = hni((m + n) ‘+I)~ @2)‘)> * c c Q(X, , Y, ; Xj , Y,), (1.6) 
i#j k#Z 
withi,j,k,l,m,n> 1 andO< t , i , t, < 1. In (1.5) m(t) means the integer part 
of mt and in (1.6) it means the least integer not smaller than m/t. Summation 
over the empty set is defined to be 0. For t, = 0 or t, = 0 Vmn(tl , t2) is not 
defined, but we shall show in the next section that V,, can be extended by 
continuity to the lower boundary of E, . Then U,, and V,, are random variables 
taking values in the space D, = D([O, 112) of all real functions on E, with no 
discontinuities of the second kind. If D, is endowed with the Skorohod-metric d 
(see, e.g., [6]) and if -+D denotes convergence in distribution with respect to 
the Borel-o-algebra 2LJjd the main result of this paper is 
THEOREM 1.1. Let m and n tend to infnity such that m/(m + n) --+ 01, 
n/(m+n)+j?,O<a,/3< 1. Then 
(a) U,, --% U in D, , and U-7) 
(b) J’mn 2 V in D, , (1.8) 
with am2 = P .f G%(x, YlN2 dPW, b2 = 01 J’ (Efq(X, , y))’ dPrl(y), (T > I. 
683/7/3-s 
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For t, = t, = 1 U&l, 1) = F&I, 1) is (apart from the unusual norming 
constant (mn(m + n))-r, which compensates the “degenerateness” of Q) a 
generalized U-statistic with c = 2 and ml = ma = 2 in the notation of Sen (91, 
who proved results parallel to (1.7) and (1.8) in the nondegenerate case, i.e., 
for J(EQ(Xr , Yr ; ., .))” dv > 0. While the method of proof in [9] easily 
extends from c = 2 to c > 2 it turns out that such a generalization in the 
degenerate case would be more complicated. On the other hand it will become 
clear from the proof of Theorem 1.1 that a univariate (c = 1) version is true. 
We only give a formulation of the result: Let Q(x, , xs) be a Borel-measurable, 
symmetric kernel with EQ2(XI , X2) = I/ Q \I2 < co which is degenerate in 
the sense that EQ(X, , -) = 0 a.e. (vr), y1 = U(X,), and assume a similar 
q.m.-expansion for Q as in (1.2). Then 
THEOREM 1.2. Let WI , W, ,... be independent Brownian motions on [0, I] 
and deJne 
PIa 
m(t) 
v,&) = m/mW2 * C Q(& , 41, 0<t<1, (1.10) 
id 
and 
U(t) = f h,(Wo2(t) - t>, o<t<1, 
0-l 
with i, j, m 2 1; m(t) has the same meaning as in (1.5) resp. (1.6). U,,, , V, are 
Y.v.‘s with values in D, = D[O, I]. Then for m -+ co 
u,~u and V,a-U in DI , (1.11) 
where D, is furnished with the Skorohod topology. 
In a recent paper Gregory [4] considered the case t = 1; i.e., he proved the 
convergence Urn(l) = V,Jl) -+9 xr-, A,( Wv2(1) - l), m -+ co. A main device 
in his proof is the projection method, which we shall have to use repeatedly in 
the sequel. A combination of the projection method with multivariate sub- 
martingale inequalities of the Hajek-RCnyi type by Shorack and Smythe [IO] 
or Smythe [1 I], and the above-mentioned results of Sen [9] finally yield Theo- 
rem 1.1. 
The U&l, 1) provide a general class of test statistics for comparing various 
characteristics of the distributions P(X,) and Z’(Y,). To see that, let Q have 
the simple form Q(a+ , yr ; x2 , y2> = f (x1 , yJ .f(x2 , ys) with a measurable 
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function fz R, x R, --f R. Then U,,(l) 1) may be used for testing (in suitable 
subclasses of the class of all distributions 9(X,) @ d;p(Y,)) the null hypothesis 
H: Ef(X, , Yl) = 0 vs the alternative K: E’(X, , Yr) # 0. 
This becomes clear from the representation (see Sect. 2) 
Uv&n(L 1) = z:, - a2 - b” + o,(l) 
being true under H and K if m/(m + n) -+ (Y E (0, l), with Z,, = 
(mn(m + n))-li2 ZL ZL.f(Xj , Yk) and constants a2, b2 similarly defined 
as the ao2, bcz’s in Theorem 1 .l. In Section 2 we shall see that under H, Zin 
converges to a nondegenerate distribution, and under K, tends to infinity in 
probability. Therefore, rejecting H for large values of U&l, 1) is a reasonable 
procedure. 
For example, in the case f(z, y) = x - y one gets the testing problem 
H: EX, = EY, vs. K: EX, # EY, and Zi, = ((mn/(m + n))l12 (X(m) - 7~~,)>2, 
or for f(~, y) = U(X - y) - i where u is the indicator function of [0, co) one 
gets H: P{X, < Yi} = 0.5 vs. K: P{X, < YJ # 0.5 and Zi, = (mn(m + n))-l 
(x:-r Rj - m(m + n + 1)/2)2, where Ri denotes the rank of Xi among the 
X 1 ,..., xn , Yl ,***, yn . 
More generally, if Q has a finite expansion Q = Q8, or is the q.m. limit of 
such kernels as in (1.2) with A, 3 0, u = 1, 2,..., then superpositions of the 
above testing problems can be treated. For kernels Q with C,“=, j A, 1 < co 
the constants ao2, bU2 may be avoided by extending the summation in (1.5) to 
terms with i =i or K = I, but if only C,“=, Xo2 < CO is known these constants 
are indispensable for centering. 
The first motivation for considering U-statistics in the degenerate case has 
come from the fact that they are closely connected to Cramer-von Mises 
(CvM)-statistics for testing goodness of fit. This connection becomes especially 
interesting when heavy-tailed weight functions are present. This was explained 
in detail by Gregory [4] for the one-sample CvM-statistic which is asymp- 
totically equal to Urn(l) (with the i =i terms included) for a certain kernel Q, 
and his arguments carry over to U,,(l, 1) which is linked similarly to the 
two-sample CvM-statistic. 
The functional limit theorem for U,, may be useful when the sample size 
(m, n) is random, as has been described by Billingsley [2, Sect. 171, whereas 
the functional limit theorem for V,, is, e.g., the basis for the following sequential 
testing procedure. Take an initial sample of size N and then observe sequentially 
x N+l F UN,, , x,+2 > UN,, ,... and reject H at the first time k (2 0) for which 
V N+K,N+k(l, I) exceeds a given constant c > 0, say. The probability of rejection 
under H is P{supk>, V,v+k.N+k(l, 1) 3 4 = P{SUP,K~G, V&t, t> > 4 and may 
for large N according to (1.8) be approximated by P{sup,g,(, V(t, t) > c}. 
Therefore the critical value c may be determined from the limiting distribution 
-Ep(supoo~ V(t, f)). The same remarks apply to Theorem 1.2. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. 
We first show that the processes U and V in (1.3) and (1.4) are well defined. 
LEMMA 2.1. Denote by US resp. V”, s 3 1, the partial sum in (1.3) resp. (1.4). 
Then 
9-5 I/ U” - u//, = 0 a.s., (2.1) 
and 
$xz // Vs - I/’ Ilm = 0 a.s. (2.2) 
Therefore, U and V are a.s. r.v.‘s with values in (C(E,), (1 * IQ. 
Proof. From [5, Theorem 3.11, it follows that it suffices to prove convergence 
in distribution in the separable Banach space (C(Ea), 1) . ilia) instead of the a.s. 
convergence (2.1) and (2.2). For sake of shortness we only show US +g U, 
s -+ 00. The convergence in distribution of the finite-dimensional distributions 
of US follows from 
E( U”1 - m)“(t) < T X,2E(a,t2W&) + b,t1W2,(t2))4 
o=s2+1 
(2.3) 
< 24 . 2 Xc,‘, t = (tl , tz) E E, , 1 $ s2 < sr , 
o=s,+1 
so that U*(t) tends to U(t) in probability, implying the convergence of the 
finite dimensional distributions of Us to those of U. In order to prove tightness 
of the sequence U”, s 3 I, we show for blocks B = [tl , iI] x [t2 , i,], 
0 < t, < t1< 1, 0 < t, < fs < 1, 
WW))” < c . II Q II4 I B I2 vs 2 1, (2.4) 
where U”(B) is the increment around B and / B I is Lebesgue-measure of B. 
In (2.4) and in the sequel c > 0 denotes a generic universal constant, altering 
its meaning step by step. Then from [l, Theorem 31, formulated in the space 
C(E,) instead of D, , the tightness of US, s > 1, follows. Let &,(ti , ts) denote 
the factor of A, in (1.3). We first compute EZ04(B). Omitting the index u one has 
EZ4(B) = E{a2(122 - t22)(W12(Q - W12(tl) - (tl - tl)) 
+ &yip - t12)( W22(f2) - W22(t2) - (i2 - t2)) 
+ 26 - wt,) - vwwz~2~tz~ - t2Wz(t2))14 (2.5) 
< 64(d(f2 - t2)2 E(W12(t,) - Wla(tl) - (tl - t1))4 
+ byi1 - if,)2 E(W22(i2) - W22(t2) - (i2 - t2))4 
+ 24a4b4E(&Wl(t,) - tlWl(tl))4 E(i,W,(t,) - t2W2(t,))4}. 
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Moreover, for a Brownian motion W(t) on [0, 11 and 0 < t < t < 1 one has 
E(W(i) - W(t) - (t - t))4 
= E(W(i) - W(t))2 + 2(W@) - w(t)) W(t) - (i - t))4 
< 64{E(W(i) - W(t))* + 24E(W(i) - W(t))4 EW4(t) + (i - t)4} (2.6) 
< 64(105(t - t)4 + 16 . 3(t - t)2 + (t - t)4} 
< 64 . 154(t - t)2, 
and 
E(fW(t) - tW(t))4 = E(i(W(i) - W(t)) + (i - t) w(t))4 
< 8 * {3(t - t)2 + (t - t)3 < 32(t - t)“. 
Equations (2.6) and (2.7), combined with (2.5), yield 
EZo4(B) < C * 1 B i2, vu > 1. 
Now the proof of (2.4) is immediate: 
(2.7) 
(W 
E(U”(B))4 = i X,,%lozEZ~Z~z + i h,4EZo4 
Of0 0=1 
< i A,2 2 [ 1 * c .1 B I2 < \lQ II4 . c.1 B 12. 1 0=1 
Next we have to show that the tail sequence process V,, can be extended 
by continuity to the lower boundary of E, . This follows immediately from 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a Bore1 set N in the space UP x !JP with 
P((Xr , X2 ,...; Y, , Yz ,...) E N} = 0 such that for (X, ,...; Yl ,...) $ N and 
every fixed m, n 3 2 
fiyo m(W c Q(& , Yk ; Xj , Yt) = Q1(Yk , Yd, 1 id 
with QAn , YZ) = EQ(-& , y1 ; -5 , y2), 
n(t.J 
I,iytW c Q(& > Y, ; Xj , Y,) = Q&5 , X,), 2 I;#2 
with Q2(xl , x2) = EQ(x, , Yl ; x2 , Y2), d 
Vk # 1, tw 
Vi#j (2.10) 
(2.11) 
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Proof. We prove (2.9) ((2.10) is analog). For this it suffices to show 
P{ sup j T,,( L’, , Y’z)i > 2~) -+ 0 for M-, a, VE > 0, (2.12) 
T&M 
with T&l , ~2) = (m(m - I>>-’ CY+j [Q(Xi 1~1 ; Xj t YZ> - Ql(Yl, Y&I- Let 
yr , ya be fixed and grn = o({X, ,..., XV,}, X,,, ,...) be the a-algebra generated 
by the unordered collection {Xi ,..., X,j of X1 ,..., XV, and by X,,, , Xnl+a ,... . 
Then for 2,(M<M<co (T,(y,,y,),g,,M,(m<M) is a reversed 
martingale. Therefore, by the submartingale inequality of Brown [3, Lemma 41 
(in fact Brown formulates his lemma only for martingales, but his proof applies 
to submartingales as well) we obtain (after M-t 03) 
p'sug I T,(y, ,yJ 3 26) < e-lE I T~(YI ,yz)i. 
/ 
(2.13) 
Integrating (2.13) with respect to A?( Y, , Ys) yields for the LHS in (2.12) the 
upper bound e-lE / T,(Y, , Y&i < 6-l . 4M-lj2 . /) Q /I, hence (2.12). For the 
proof of (2.11) we introduce the statistic 
Tm = T,,(Q) 
= (m(m - 1) n(rz - 1)))l f  f  Q(X, , Yk ; Xj , Yl), m, 12 2 2, (2.14) 
izj lifl 
which will repeatedly be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1 for various kernels Q. 
Sufficient for (2.11) is 
Wsup sup I T,, I 3 cl-0 for M, N+oo, VE > 0. (2.15) 
m>M n,N 
Equation (2.15) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.4 below (see (2.30)). 1 
The first step in the proof of Theorem 1.1, which we anticipate here because 
of its central role, consists in reducing it to the case where the kernel Q has 
a finite expansion. This is attained by 
LEMMA 2.3. For fixed s 2 1 let U&, , V& be the processes (1.5), (I .6) with QS 
instead of Q. Then uniformly in M, N > 2 and E > 0 
pti/ uMN - %fN l(cc 3 E) < l c2c 11 Q - Q!” (j2, (2.16) 
(Remember that c always denotes a generic universal constant.) 
Equations (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17) follow from the general lemma: 
(2.17) 
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LEMMA 2.4. For 2 < R < m < M, 2 < m < n < N let constants c,,, > 0 
be given with AC,, =c,, - c,+~,% - c,.,+~ + c,+~.~+~ 3 0 Vm, n (where c,, = 0 
for m := M + 1, or n = N + 1). Then 
I 
M-l N-l M-l 
< II Q II2 cc2 m;m ;# kGm~-~ + ,&b-l + N-1)hn~)-2 (2.18) 
N-l 
+ &‘M-’ + n-w%.fn )-” + (M-2 + N-2) c&l . 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Define u-algebras 
5,, = 4(X1 ,..., -Kn>, &L+, 1 Tn,, ,... ; {Yl ,..., YJ, Y,,l 9 yn+2 Y). 
Routine computations show that (T,% , gm,, , M < m < M, n < n < N) is 
a reversed martingale* (martingales* were introduced by Shorack and Smythe 
[lo]) in the sense 
E(T,, I Smr) = TmvE,nvii a.e., (2.19) 
where a v  b denotes max(a, b), and moreover 
WC~FG I ~LGL~~J = T~FK~~A a-e. (2.20) 
Equation (2.20) implies 
E(TmnTiiiii) = -Wtknvfi . (2.21) 
Let Y,, = T,, - Tm+l,,, - Tm.,+l + T,,,+l,n+l for M < m < M, m < n < N, 
with T,, = Oform=M+1orn=N+I.Thenapparently 
Tm = 5 f YU” * (2.22) 
!A=m Y=n 
From (2.21) it follows that the Y,,‘s are orthogonal, i.e. 
EY,,Y,, = 0 for m # ti or n # ii. 
Reversing the order in M < m < M, 6? < n < N it follows from [lo, Sect. 21, 
or after some apparent modifications from [l 11, that the LHS in (2.18) is 
bounded by 
the last equality being a consequence of the orthogonality of the Y,,,‘s. 
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In order to get in (2.23) upper bounds for EYi(,, we prove 
E 
! 
f i Q(Xi , lyB ; Xj , * Cm + nj2 II Q /I2 (2.24) 
i#j k#Z 
Vm, n 3 2. Let us assume that m, n > 3. Multiplying out the LHS of (2.24) 
yields a sum with the A = ((m - I) m(n - I) n)2 terms 
EQ(X, , 1; ; x;. , Y,) Q(-G , Yk, ; 4, > Yc), 1 < i, i’, j, j’ < m, 
1 < k, k’, I, I’ < n, i fj, i’ #j’, k # I, k’ # I’. The last expectation is 0 if all 
indices are pairwise different, and this is the case for B = (m - 3)(m - 2) x 
(m - 1) m(n - 3)(n - 2)(n - 1) n terms in the sum. Likewise, that expecta- 
tion is 0 if exactly two indices are equal, and this happens for 
C = 4 . (m - 2)(m - 1) m(n - 2)(n - 1) n(n + M - 6) terms. Each of the 
other terms has an absolute value not greater than /I Q /Ia. Therefore, the LHS 
in (2.24) is bounded by )/ Q Jj2 (A - B - C) < /I Q \I2 . 3 . m2n2(m + n)“. The 
case m = 2 or n = 2 can be handled similarly, hence (2.24). For # < m < M, 
N < n < N, the inequality 
holds true with aTnn = ((m - 1) m(n - 1) n)-l, Au,,,,, defined as Ac,,,~ above, 
and where the general term in the sums is Q(Xi , Yk ; Xj , Yr). A computation 
similar to that for (2.24) yields 
’ E‘ 
( 
f  i Q(X m+l , Yk ; Xj , Yz) 
> 
< c(mn4 J- m2n3>ll Q 112, (2.26) 
j=l k#Z 
Vm, m > 2. Of course, an analogous inequality (2.26’) holds true for k or 
Z=n+l. 
Furthermore, clearly 
E f i Q(Xi, yk ; xnt+, , Y,+d 2 < m2n2 II Q /I2 (2.27) 
i=l k=l 
Vm, n > 2. Combining (2.24), (2.26), and (2.27) with (2.25), one obtains, after 
some calculation, 
EY:,n < c . m-2n-2 I/Q Jj2 (2.28) 
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for &? < m < M, m < n < N. Similarly, for %@ < m < M, m < n < N, 
with the help of (2.26) and (2.26’) 
EY;,, < c(M-l + n-l) n-2 I/ Q /12; EYiN < c(m-l + N-l) m-2 11 Q /j2; 
(2.29) 
EY$, < c(M-~ + N-2)jlQ 112. 
Putting together Eqs. (2.23), (2.28), and (2.29) yields (2.18). h 
As a first application of the above Lemma we prove (2.15). For c,, = 1, 
M < m < M, N < n < m (for notational convenience here the greater -- 
numbers have the bar) (2.18) yields (after M, N -+ 03) as an upper bound for 
the LHS in (2.15): 
cc-2 11 Q )I2 . {(MN)-l + N-2 + JW2}. (2.30) 
Since (2.30) tends to 0 for M, N--f CO, (2.15) follows. 
Next we prove (2.16). With T,, = T&Q - Q”) (see (2.14)) and 
C mn = MN(M + N) * [(m - 1) m(n - 1) n]-l one has 
w UMN - U&N Ilm > <I = P{ sup 
2<m<M . . 2;y$‘ \
1 ciz’, Tmn 1 2 4. (2.31) 
Since AC m,, 3 0, Lemma 2.4 is applicable and yields immediately (2.16). Then 
inequality (2.17) follows with the help of (2.30) (with Q - Q” instead of Q) 
from 
w VMAJ - c4Nllm 2 4 
< I'{ i;s "n">p~ I Tmn(Q - QY 3 4M + NWW 
< w-2 I/Q - Q” 112 . M2N2(M + N)2 . {(MN)-1 + M-2 + N-2} 
< ~~-~llQ-Q~ll~~ I 
Now, we come to the proof of Theorem 1.1 by describing first our plan for 
getting (I .7). (Parallel arguments for the V-processes will yield (1.8)): 
Denote by L(Z, , 2,) the Levy-Prohorov distance for random variables 
2, , 2, with values in (D, , d) and consider the inequality 
4 umn 3U) < wJmn , u;,, + Jqq, 9 Us) +L(U*, U) Vm,n > 2, Vs > 1. 
(2.32) 
The desired result will follow if we show that for some sequence s = s(m, n) 
tending to infinity for m, n -+ co all three terms on the RHS in (2.32) tend to 0. 
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One main difficulty we already have overcome by proving (2.16), which 
combined with the inequality 
L(Z, , Z,) S infh > 0: WI1 Zl - Z2 Urn b d d 4 (2.33) 
(which is easily seen to be true for Z, , Z, being defined on the same probability 
space) yields 
L(Um, T U&) e c II Q - Q" !1'3 vm,n> 2, vs > 1. 
It follows that for every sequence s = s(m, n) tending to infinity for m, n + CO 
the first term on the RHS in (2.32) tends to 0, and the same sort of argument 
applies to the third one because of (2.1). Therefore, all that remains to show is 
the convergence in distribution 
~?Ll+ y  Vin D, for m, n+ 00, Vs > 1, (2.34) 
under the assumptions of Theorem 1 .l, since then there exists a sequence 
s = s(m, n) tending to infinity for m, n -+ co with the property L(U&, , U*) -+ 0 
for m,n+ co. 
In order to show (2.34) write 
U&&(t1 , tz) = i 4Am&l 9 t21, o<t,,t,e1, (2.35) 
0=1 
with 
m(t,) n&J 
Zmm(tl , 2) = (mn(m + 4-li2 z L j&% , Yk) ’I j=l k-1 1 
dt,) ?A,) 
+ (mn(m + a))-’ C C .fo2(& , Yk) i=l c-1 
- (mn(m + n))-' y ffffq(Xi , Yk)y 
i-l k=l 
no,) dt,) 
- @Mm + n>)-’ C ( C fAXi , Yd) 
k=l i=l 
say. ZEi, is essentially the process W(n) defined by Sen [9] with c = 2, 
m1 = mz = I and kernel g(z, y) = fo(x, y) in his notation. Since every linear 
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combination C:, &ZAt,, , d, E R, u = l,..., s, is essentially a w(n)-process 
with kernel g(x, y) = z:b, d,f,(x, y), we get from [9, Theorem 2.11 and the 
Cram&r-Wold device the convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions 
of the product sequence (ZE& ,..., Zz&) to those of (al~~FV’,, + bI~IW;, ,..., 
as7r,W,, + b,n, W,,) with rr,(tl , tz) = t, , ~~(t, , tz) = t, . Since each component 
of the product sequence converges in distribution in D, to a process with 
continuous paths (according to the same Theorem 2.1 of Sen [9]) it follows 
that the product sequence is tight in the product space D,” = D, x ... x D, , 
s-times, and consequently the product sequence converges in distribution in Dzs. 
This implies 
and (2.34) follows if in addition one knows for (T = I,..., s 
$2) J 
mno- 0, z::, -2 2 4 73777, 2 Z,$” 5 b,2z-:rr, in D, . (2.37) , 
The first convergence statement in (2.37) is a consequence of 
while both others follow immediately from 
LEMMA 2.5. Letf(x,y) be a measurablefunction with l/f 112 = Ef 2(Xl,Yl) < co, 
and write A(f) = 1 (Ef (x, Yl))2 dPxl(x). Then for the process Z,,, , defined by 
dt,) 
-Gdtl , t2> = m-l C ( 
dt,) 2 
n-l 1 f  (Xi , Y*) ) , 0 < t, , t, < 1 i=l k=l 
(with m(t) the integer part of mt) one has 
Z mn -2 A(f) 7T22 inD,,form,n+ 00. (2.38) 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. According to the Spectral Theorem in the form given 
by Neveu [7, Proposition 6.181, there exists a sequence of real numbers alp , 
P 3 1, with Cral s2 = llf 112, and orthonormal sequences g, , pal, in 
L,(R, , PJ and h, , P 3 1, in L2(b , w2), pl = ~(Xd, p2 = -W’A such that 
forf,k y) = IX:=, s&9 h,(y): 
F*% llf - f v  II2 = $2 j- (f - fr)’ &I 0 ~2 = 0. (2.39) 
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Similarly as in Lemma 2.3 we want to reduce the proof to the case wheref has 
a finite expansion. To this aim note that for fixed m > 1 andg EL,&, , p1 @ pa) 
T,(g) = m-l . XyL, (v-1 . z=, g&J& ) Yk))2, 8, = O({Yl ,..., Y”], I’“,, ,... ; 
Y d 1 ,..., X,,), v  = 1, 2 )...) is a reversed submartingale. Therefore, the sub- 
martingale inequality of Brown [3, Lemma 41, yields for E > 0 
w;=& T,(g) b 24 < c-lET,(g) = c-l 11 g j/2, Vn 3 1. (2.40) 
. 
Denote by Zk, the process Z,, with jr instead of J Then using the inequality 
/ I:, (Uf” - Wi”)i < zbl (Ui - Vi)” 4 2EEr (Ui - w()2xLl af2)“2, uj 9 wj E R, 
i > 1, it follows that 
+ P{ sup ~,(f - 0 . SUP 7x0 3 4 (2.41) 
1642 l<t& 
Since the RHS in (2.41) is independent of m, n and tends to 0 for Y - CX) this 
will enable us to reduce the proof of (2.38) to the casef =fr , r 3 1. For r = 1 
and f(~, y) =fr(x, y) = g(x) h(y), say, Z,, may be written as Z7,A,pl , t2) = 
G,(tJ . Hn2(t2) with G,(tr) = m-r ~~~~’ g”(XJ and H,(t,) = n-l xy:i) h(Y,). 
Sufficient for (2.38) are 
WSUP lG&)-~~l >4---,0, for m --+ co, VE > 0, (2.42) 
O<f<l 
y  = Eg2(XJ, and the analogous relation for H, . For E’(XJ < 03, (2.42) is 
a consequence of Donsker’s theorem (see [2, Theorem 10.11) or of Kolmogorov’s 
inequality. But, here only Eg2(XI) < co is assumed. Therefore, we prove (2.42) 
directly. Splitting the sup in (2.42) in a sup over [0, U] and [u, I] yields as an 
upper bound for the LHS in (2.42) 
?dU) 
I m-l 1 j2(X,)+yu>E +P 
\ 
SUP I p-l * 2 (f”(-&) - r>l + r/m 3 E 
i=l U>rn~U) <=l !  
which tends to 0 for m + 00, if 2yu < E, according to Kolmogorov’s strong 
law of large numbers. 
Next we assumef = fr . Z,, = Z& may be written as 
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where G,,, is G, with g, . g, instead of g2 and H,, is H, with h, instead of h. 
Then from the above result we get for m, n + co 
A consequence of (2.44) is the existence of a sequence r(m, n), m, n 3 1, with 
r(m, n) ---f co for m, n -+ co, and L(Zh,, , A(f,) r,nz2) -+ 0 for r = r(m, n) and 
m, n---t co. Now we proceed in the same way as in (2.32) and (2.37) by con- 
sidering the inequality 
The second term on the RHS of (2.45) was just shown to converge to 0 for 
the above sequence r(m, n), m, PI > 1. Using (2.33) it follows from (2.41) that 
for ewery sequence r(m, n) + co, m, n + co, the first term on the RHS tends 
to 0 and the same is true for the third one because of Cm,,, A(f,) = A(f); 
(2.38) follows. 1 
As mentioned earlier the proof of (1.8) is parallel to that of (1.7): 
Let us redefine Z,,,,, in (2.35) by setting 
Ki&1 > t2) = i &YGm& ? t2>, 0 < t,,t, < 1, (2.46) 
0=1 
where for fixed (r > 1 Z,,,, is as in (2.36) built up by four terms Z,$, , 
q = 1,2, 3,4. Here the sequence Zzd, , m, n 3 1, can be handled with the 
help of Theorem 2.2 (instead of Theorem 2.1) of Sen [9]. Z,$, and Z,$, (Zz:, 
analog) have the meaning 
dt,) dt,) 
-@2,(h , t2> = mn(m + n>-’ m(tJ2 n(t,)-’ C C fi(Xi , Yk) (2.47) 
i=l k=l 
and 
dt,) dt,) 
-C&t, , t2) = n(m + n)-’ * (WW) * m(U’ C (n(h-l 2 f&G , YkV~ 
i=l lC=l 
(2.48) 
where m(t) is the least integer not smaller than m/t. Then it is clear that (1.8) 
may be proved in the same way as (1.7) if one uses SUP,<~<~ / mm(t)-l - t ( + 0 
for m --f a~ and the following 
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LEMMA 2.6. Let f(x, y) be given with E’*(Xl , k;) = lifli” < cci, and Zet 
Al, N tend to injinity z&h N(M + N)-l ---f /I E (0, 1). Then for E > 0 
with R,,(f) = mF-%+’ z:b, z:==, f ‘(Xi , Yk), and 
w SUP sup I &n(f) -- ~4(f)l > +- 0, 
m>M n,N 
(2.50) 
with A(f) = J (Ef (x, Yl))2 dPxl(x), S&f) = m-l . xz, (n-l . xy=, f  (Xi , Yk))2. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. We have to do the same job as in Lemma 2.5, i.e., 
expand f  as in (2.39), establish inequalities such as (2.41), and prove assertions 
(2.49), (2.50) in the special case f  = f,. where the latter again are immediate 
consequences of Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers. In order to show the 
remainder of (2.49) and (2.50) we prove that for every function h(x, y) 3 0 with 
I/ h lj2 < co, and for T,,(h) = sup&M m-l . Z:%r Supn&-1 ’ zFzl h(Xi , Yk))2 
the inequality 
P{T,,(h) > 2~) < 46-l II h 112, VM,N>l, Vr>O, (2.51) 
holds true. Then with h = /f 2 - fT2 j1j2, (2.51) entails 
W ZJ 2; I &m(f) - Rmn(fr)l 3 4M + W/MN) 
< P{T,,m(h) 2 4 < 8~-l II h II2 < 8c-Yllf -fr II2 + 2 Ilf II * II f  - fr II), 
(2.52) 
and as in Lemma 2.5, (2.52) combined with (2.49) for f  = f,. yields (2.49) for 
general f .  (2.50) follows similarly from A(f,.) -+ A(f) and (compare (2.41)) 
w 2; g:f: I &,(f > - &wz(f~)l > 4cI 
G P{TMN(lf - fr 1) > 24 + P{T,N(lf -f+ 1) * T&If I) > @> (2.53) 
~4~-111f-ffi.l12+4(~-2+lIfl12)llf-f~II,VMN~l,V~ 2 1,Ve >O. 
It remains to show (2.51). Let 1 < M < M and 1 < N < ?? as well as 
yl ,..., yn be fixed. 
Then 
m 
E m-l * C sup n-l * 
i=l NSn<R 
f  h(& , ,,,)', %n = 4% >--., &J, Xx,, ,...>> 
k=l 
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m = AT,..., AT, is a reversed martingale. An application of the martingale 
inequality of Brown [3, Lemma 41, yields after an integration over the y’s 
= cMIE sup 
i 
n-1 . 
NSTZSN 
& h(Xl, Yd)‘. (2.54 
For fixed x, G,(x) = n-l IZk=, &, YA, Q, = ~(0’~ 9-I YJ, Yn+l ,-..>, 
N < n < m, is a reversed martingale. From [8, Proposition IV-2-81, it follows 
after an integration over x, that the RHS in (2.54) is bounded by 4~~11 h (IB. -- 
Since for M, N-t CO the LHS in (2.54) tends to the LHS in (2.51), we get 
(2.51). 1 
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